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Overall Summary
The last two months were filled with internet upgrading, the institution of accepting credit
card payments at the bar, water leak woes, and end-of-year bills and taxes. Most significantly,
the Management Agreement was signed, settling the café’s partnership with KMK for another
5 years!
Financial Update
A draft 2014 budget was developed and presented to the board at the 1-13-14 board meeting. It
will be reviewed and finalized in the coming weeks. Good news for November and December
– both months show an increase in bar sales over last year! More detailed analysis will be
presented in the Financial Report next month.
Projects and Special Events
“The Crystal Ball”
This adaptation of a Grimm’s Fairy Tale will be performed this Sunday by Beech Tree Puppets,
a new hand-crafted, multi-cultured marionette company founded by two Greenbelters and café
regulars, Ingrid Cowan Hass and Ole Hass. It promises to be a beautiful and spell-binding
performance, appropriate for all ages 5-105. FONDCA is sponsoring the show, which we
expect may fill the back room to overflowing.
Entertainment
How many of you know the café was hosting opera a few weeks ago? Jennifer Cooper and
Groovespan performed at the café indoors for the first time this month (they blew us away at
last year’s Blues Festival), and stunned the audience with an absolutely amazing performance
from Carmen! Jennifer is a classically trained opera singer and everyone in the room was in
awe as she sang.
Bar Operations
An iPad mini and its accessories were purchased for use with the Paypal swipe system in order
to accept charge cards at the bar. The bartenders were trained in its use and everything seems
to be going smoothly. It is pretty user-friendly (it’s an Apple!), and most customers are a little
intrigued by it. After some initial problems with the card swiper itself and unfamiliarity with
the system, I think the whole process is working very well for our needs.

Happy Hour was changed to run from 6-7:30 pm, to soften the effect of the increased beer
prices.
A couple of Prince Georges County liquor inspectors came by late one weekend evening this
month and did what appeared to be a spot check, walking through the front room and
surveying the activity in the back room.
Craig Tooley installed a lock on the wine cabinet securing the ipad, the wine and a few other
valuables.

FONDCA
The art installation was a bit of a problem this month, as the back room artist had to pull out
at the last minute. Luckily, the front room artist, Marjorie Gray, had enough pieces to place on
most of the walls in the back. Her art is extremely intricate and engaging, so spreading it out
seems fitting. The Art Reception will be held Sunday, Feb. 2, with harp music provided by
April Vega.

Greenbelt Cooperative Alliance
The Greenbelt Cooperative Alliance held their first meeting of the year, and had several
visitors who either were affiliated with new co-ops (Evergreen Health Co-op) or were trying to
start new co-ops: Franklin Park Daycare, the Young Cooperators and the Greenbelt Co-op
Incubator Group. They introduced their ideas and spoke enthusiastically about their plans.
Leta Mach was unanimously elected as the new Cooperative Alliance coordinator, succeeding
Sylvia Lewis, who was coordinator for the last few years.

Restaurant Contract and Facilities
Met with Karim regarding operational details, including insurance, leaks, parties, special
events, advertising and café upkeep.
The roof continued to leak after another rainfall in a couple of places in the back room, and
the roofer was sent to try to repair it. City inspectors came to document the damage (which
was also occurring in other Roosevelt Center businesses) and our landlord continued to say
that a new roof would be put on eventually. I finally got confirmation last week that the
materials were arriving and work was to begin on Monday – and then the snow arrived. The
materials are currently on top of the roof, covered in snow, so I anticipate that the roofers will
begin as soon as the weather allows. They estimated it would take 1 ½ weeks to replace the
whole roof, and will start at NDC’s back corner, above the stage.

Unfortunately, we had a disruption in internet service around Thanksgiving, as a supposed
quick fix to upgrading the speed of our service took much longer than expected. Customer
service from Verizon was not at all satisfactory, requiring hours and hours and days and days
on the phone, until a technician finally arrived. He was stumped about a solution as well, until
he reached the right technician-only phone tech who flipped the right switch and all was well.
The internet seems to be working much better now, and seems to be fine for our charge card
service, but I still hope to switch to FIOS within a few months.
GM Action Items and other matters
Charge Card Machine For Bar
We started accepting credit cards on December 20 as mentioned above. It appears that credit
sales have been about 30% of overall sales so far. We’ll obviously get a better idea as more
time passes. It has required significant setup time and does add extra effort to bookkeeping.
Beer Price Increase
The 60 cent beer price increase does not seem to have hurt sales, as they seemed to have
increased somewhat proportionally. I’ll have a more precise analysis soon.
Insurance
The liability insurance for the café was renewed with the same company as last year, although
the rate did come in $420 higher this year than last. Though Karim pays the bulk of this
insurance bill, the cooperative again reimbursed him for the bar liability and outdoor festival
insurance.
Recommendations on Management Agreement
The new management agreement was finalized on November 30. KMK and the New Deal
Café cooperative have extended our business arrangement for another 5 year term. A copy of
the new Management Agreement was sent to the Prince Georges County Liquor Board for
review by their lawyer, and the Board is scheduled to review it at their regular meeting next
week. Our attendance is not recommended, as there has been no appreciable change in our
operations.

Meetings
Board Meetings = 2
Co-op Alliance Meeting = 1
Other Meetings = 3

Upcoming Activities
The Volunteer/Staff Appreciation Party will be held on Monday, February 3, just as everyone
has recovered from the indulgences of the holidays.

The next special event after that will be Valentine’s Day, which is on a weekend night for the
first time since KMK has been here. He will be serving an especially romantic buffet dinner
and requesting reservations. The Goodfellas, a Beatles tribute band which was very popular
the first time they played at the café in the fall, will be playing this year!
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